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DIVX Codec

Mustafa Ocak

History
1999 first codec from Jerome Rota (known as Gej).
2001 DivX4 codec based on MPEG4 stand. from 
DivXNetworks 
March 2002 DivX5 codec 
Impl. Of MPEG4 standard.

Support both simple profile and advance profile encoding.

Different profile setting to encode for players with diff 
capabilities like handheld profile for palm-top 
computers,high-definition profile for player that can 
decode HDTV.
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Idea behind compression

If we slow down a video to a point where we can see indivial 
frames that form entire video,then we see there is very small 
change between adjacent frames.
Position of objects within these frames changes slightly with 
respect to their position in an adjacent frame.DivX makes use of
this property for compression.

Idea behind Compression
Macroblocks and motion

Encoder divides a frame into macroblocks
Checks motion of each macroblocks with respect to the same 
macroblock in the previous frame. (Motion search)
Position of a matching area for a block in the previos frame is 
recorded by use of motion vector v(4,7)  
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DivX makes use of three frame types (I,P ve B frames)

All blocks in an I-frame is stored as image.
P-frames contain blocks predicted from previous frame by the 
help of motion search. If not intra-blocks are used.

Greater ratio of p-frames to i-frames leads higher compression 
ratio.

Bit-rate
Bit-rate

Encoding at a high bitrate 
leads larger file with better 
quality.
Encoding at a lower bitrate 
leads smaller file with lower 
quality.
DivX can vary the actual bit 
rate at the time of encoding 
(variable bit-rate encoding)
Not all the seq. in a video 
are equally complex in 
terms of image and motion.
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1-Pass Mode
1-PASS

Encoder outputs working DivX stream as it receives source 
video.
Easist and fastest mode but least consistent in terms of 
video quality.
It is possible to modify bit-rate in real-time.
It is particularly useful with capturing from a live video 
source. 

Multi-Pass Mode
MULTI-PASS

Analyse entire video before encoding it.
Analyse entire video in order to use a bit rate control mech. to vary bit rate 
for achieving a better quality while keeping file size small.
In multi-pass 1st pass encoder writes its analysis to a log file.

98-99% of optimal quality is achieved in 3 passes.
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MV-reuse
Intensive part of encoding is motion estimation. 
In multi-pass, encoder reuse motion vector found by motion 
search in the 1-pass.  

Performance/Quality Modes
Fastest: no motion search, all-blocks will be intra-block, 
resemble MJPEG
Standard: enables motion search,respects Maximum 
keyframe interval and Scene Change Threshold

It is the only mode supporting MV-reuse accelerant technique. 

Performance/Quality cont.
Rate Distortion Algorithm

New in DivX 5.1
allows the outcome of 
various decisions made by 
encoder to be evaluated 
with respect to bit spent 
against quality gain.
Evalutates decisions based 
on rate-distortion curve.

Points lower than curve 
bad decisions
Points higher than curve  
good decisions

Rate-distortion curve
High quality
low bit spent
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Performance/Quality cont.
To reshape the rate-
distortion curve,change 
Lambda value

Increasing lambda value, 
causes a sharper rise in 
curve.
Decreasing lambda value, 
causes the curve rise more 
slowly.
Difficult to find an optimal 
value for lambda. Encoder 
normally vary lambda 
automatically. 

Performance/Quality cont.
Performance/Quality Modes

Fast
Standard
Slow: enables rate-distortion algorithm, improve video 
quality at low bit rates,uses rate-distortion algorithm to 
decide frame type as well so no need for Scene Change 
Threshold. MV-reuse is not permitted in slow mode.
Slowest: enables rate-distortion algorithm,improved video 
quality at low bit rates at the expense of longest encoding 
duration, no need for Scene Change Threshold. MV-reuse is 
not permitted.
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Source pre-processing
Pre-processing allows encoder to clean source video 
from noise, grain,flickering and color inconsistency.

As a result an increased user perception of quality.
A lower bit spent when encoding image since less complex 
DCT.
Most effective for video from analog sources (VHS tapes,TV 
capture etc.)
Consists of two filter types

Spatial filter
Temporal filter

Source pre-processing
Spatial filtering

Concern with each pixel in the frame and pixels surrounding it.
Noise represents itself as high frequency change between the 
colors of adjacent pixels.
Applying a low-pass filter (reject high freq.) to an image, it is 
possible to stabilize the colors.
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Source pre-processing
Temporal filtering

Spatial filter can reduce noise in a single frame and doesn’t concern 
change in a pixel over time.(video flickering as ex.)
Applying a adaptive low-pass filter to pixels through time, temporal 
noice can be reduced.

Bi-directional encoding
I,P,B frames

P-frames consists of either inta-blocks or forward predicted blocks.
B-frames can contain intra, forward predicted,backward predicted 
blocks or forward and backward predicted blocks.
B-frames consume less bits since there are less intra-blocks 
involved and very improtant for producing high-quality video at 
low bit rates.
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Bi-directional encoding
Handheld profile doesn’t support bi-directional 
encoding.
Enabling bi-directional encoding increases encoding 
time.
Bi-directional encoding is not perfomed when 
Performance/Quality mode is set to Fastest.
Bi-directinal encoding increase video quality at low-
medium bit rates.

Quarter Pixel
In motion search, each block in a frame is compared 
with blocks in a reference (previous) frame.

The accuracy in moving the block across the reference 
frame in order to find a match would be 1 pixel. 
DivX by default use half-pixel resolution in moving the blocks 
across the reference frame, can be configurated to use 
quarter pixel resolution.
Motion compensated frames with quarter pixel resolution is 
reconstructed more accurately than those with half pixel 
resolution.
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Quarter Pixel
Quarter pixel reduces the error in motion-
compansated frame but increase search time,leading 
to longer encoding durations.
None of DivX certified devices support for quarter-
pixel resolution.
Quarter pixel resolution increases bit spent on 
predicted frames. 

Global Motion Compensation
Motion estimation for some blocks from a global motion present 
in the frame apart from explicitly specifying a unique motion 
vector for each.
Reduces bit rate spent for motion estimation.
In case of panning and zooming, many blocks in the frame 
share a common motion attribute to the behavior of the 
camera. 
Motion vectors for blocks whose motion is consistant with global
motion can be calculated at the time of decoding.
Support for global motion compensation is not required from 
DivX certified devices.
Slow computers may cause problems during decoding process.
GMC improves video quality by reducing bit rate spent on 
motion estimation of some blocks.
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Scene change threshold
There must be a logic for encoder to define frame types.

If a block cannot be matched in a reference frame, then it will be 
encoded as intra-block insted prediction via motion vector.
In order to find where to place an intra frame, there must be a 
threshold for the percentage of inta-block in a frame.
Scene change threshold defines the percentage of non-trackable 
blocks from reference frame by motion search.
When scene change is detected, an intra-frame (key frame) is 
placed.
More frequent key frame reduces seek recovery time.
Reducing scene change threshold will increase propotion of key-
frames to predicted frames.
Using too many key frames will starve encoder and decrease 
overall quality.
Default SCT is 50%. (recommended not to be lower than 40% and 
higher than 60%)

Profiles
Different profiles for different types of devices.
Encoding with profile enabled, encoder will consider the 
limitations of the devices fitting selected profile, and produce
video streams accordingly.
Four types of profiles 
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Profiles
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